
Section 1.6. Why Java is Platform Independent?

Why it is said that Java program can be written once and execute anywhere. What makes 
Java as platform independent and how Java can be executed on any hardware and O/S plat-
form is explained in this section.
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Why Java is Platform Independent?

Objective:
Why it is said that Java program can be written once and execute anywhere. What makes 
Java as platform independent and how Java can be executed on any hardware and O/S plat-
form is explained in this section.

Overview:
A platform is the hardware or software environment in which the program runs. This plat-
form in real-life is the laptop and the underlying operating system runs on that laptop.

Any program that needs to be executed on a platform must be converted into machine in-
structions understandable by that platform. When developers write Java programs and com-
pile it, the code is not directly converted into machine instructions but it is compiled in-
to ByteCode.
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Bytecode is not machine instructions that any platform like Windows, Mac will understand 
it directly. This Bytecode is understood by Java made Virtual machines. Java Virtual Ma-
chines (JVM) interprets the Bytecode into machine specific instructions so that platform can 
understand its.

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) plays a key role in making the Bytecode understandable to any 
underlying platform thus makes the Bytecode platform independent. If JVM are not pre-
installed on any operating system then bytecode will fail to execute on that machine.

This makes the Bytecode platform independent and Java Virtual Machine Platform (JVM) 
platform dependent.

Java programming language does not dependent on any underlying platform and thus it 
makes Java platform independent. That’s why it is said that Java programs are written once 
and executed any where.

Summarize:
• Java is a platform independent.
• Java programs are compiled into Bytecode which are platform independent.
• Bytecode are executed on Java Virtual Machines (JVM).
• Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is platform dependent.
• JVM needs to be pre-installed on the machine for executing java program.
• There are different version of JVM available in the market to support variety of plat-

form.
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